The profession of the Civil Engineering is mostly performed where the construction is being made, in Europe or in any part of the world.

Today, within the European Union, construction companies have activities in many countries, so civil engineers have to move to foreign countries and to work all over Europe.
To allow this professional movement EU published a Directive on Professional Mobility, to facilitate the recognition of Civil Engineers across Europe.

Nevertheless the Directive considers under this title, professionals with quite different academic or professional backgrounds, what can lead to unclear situations for society.
The EU Directive on Mobility proposes the creation of a **European Database** of Civil Engineers, interconnected through national organizations.

ECCE appeared in 1985 to promote the quality of Civil Engineering with a professional recognition where academic/professional quality is guaranteed by the national organizations.
ECCE as representative of those organizations, and to promote quality in professional recognition, is opening its membership to individual members, allowing for their image recognition as European Civil Engineers.

Join ECCE, be a EUCivEng!
To present in Brussels the views of the European civil engineers.
(ECCE participates in the High Level Tripartite Forum for Construction in EU)

To establish international contacts with other associations.
(ASCE, JSCE, KSCE, ECCREDI, Mediterranean countries, etc.)

To promote the relevant professional information across Europe
/Publication of e-journal, books, reports, etc.

To organize Conferences across Europe about Civil Engineering
(See the conferences presentations in ECCE website)
Yes, although ECCE is an association of national organizations, individual civil engineers may also be Individual Associate Members, with access to all the information and discussion forums, but they may not vote in ECCE General Assemblies.

Being an ECCE individual member you will have the reference EuCivEng.
If you just want to be an ECCE member, you will receive:
The e-journal and all relevant information from EU Commission

If you want to come to our meetings, you will get:
Participation in 2 International conferences per year;
Participation in 2 General assemblies per year;
Participation in Brussels Engineers Day each 3 years;
To be in contact with civil engineers across Europe (EU and nonEU).

But if you want to be really active,
You are welcome to participate in the discussion forums or to propose position papers to be submitted to Brussels.
And you get also the ECCE membership card!

-The ECCE card identifies you, through your national organization, as a Professional of Civil Engineering in your country and a EUCivEng in ECCE.

-It is expected that in the future the card will allow an automatic civil engineering identification across Europe, according to the EU Mobility Directive, when national organizations implement their database of Civil Engineers.
European Council of Civil Engineers

How can I become an ECCE Individual Member?

Please send to ECCE headquarters (ecce_sps@otenet.gr):
1. Registration Form
2. Document from your ECCE National Organization as a proof that you are member of it
3. Excel sheet with your information
4. Photograph
5. Excel sheet with your name and address

To get these documents please go to ECCE site

After your application is approved you will proceed to the payment of the fee in order to complete the process of enrolling to ECCE as an Individual Associate Member.
What are the Payment Details?

. To be an ECCE individual member there is an annual fee of **20 euros**.

. If you are **over 65 years old** you pay **30 euros** only once and you become member with **unlimited validity**.

. You can pay in packages of 3 years (60 euros) or 5 years (100 euros), **plus 8 euros**, with each package, for mail and printing of a new card.
What are the Payment Details?

The payment should be sent by bank transfer to:

National Westminster Bank plc, Charing Cross Branch
BIC NWBK GB 2L
IBAN GB28 NWBK 6072 1408 5260 60
Bank Address: National Westminster Bank plc, PO Box 113, Cavell House, 2A Charing Cross Road, LONDON WC2H 0PD
Account Name: European Council of Civil Engineers
Account Number: 550/00/08526060
Sort Code: 60-40-05

Please ensure that your payment includes your name as a reference.

After payment send a copy of the bank transfer to ecce_sps@otenet.gr and you will become ECCE member and receive the membership card.

The ECCE Cards are printed and sent to the members twice per year. A Certificate of Membership is sent to the members in electronic format after the payment of the subscription fee.
Send your application now and be with us in our next meeting!
The European Council of Civil Engineers (ECCE) was created in 1985 out of the common concern of the professional bodies for Civil Engineers in Europe that the Civil Engineers working together across Europe could offer much more to assist Europe advance its built Environment and protect the natural environment.

At the European Union level, ECCE aims to promote the highest technical and ethical standards, to provide a source of impartial advice, and promote co-operation with other pan-European organisations in the construction industry. ECCE also advises and influences individual governments and professional institutions, formulates standards and achieves a mutual compatibility of different regulations controlling the profession, and formulates standards for a European Code of Conduct of the Civil Engineering Profession and disciplinary procedures applicable throughout the Union.

ECCE formulates guidelines to maintain and raise standards of civil engineering education, training and professionals competence, as well as assisting in achieving mutual compatibility of Euro codes, standards and regulations in the related industry and encouraging and improving levels of safety and quality in the industry.

ECCE is active in such areas as the environment, research and development, education and training, ethics, continuing professional development, transportation and liability, as well as organising workshops and conferences.”
Get ECCE publications in the website [http://www.ecceengineers.eu]